Abstract. Given a set 3-= {T1, T2, , T,} of tasks, each T/having execution time 1, an integer start-time si -> 0 and a deadline di> 0, along with precedence constraints among the tasks, we examine the problem of determining whether there exists a schedule on two identical processors that executes each task in the time interval between its start-time and deadline. We present an O(n 3) algorithm that constructs such a schedule whenever one exists. The algorithm may also be used in a binary search mode to find the shortest such schedule or to find a schedule that minimizes maximum "tardiness". A number of natural extensions of this problem are seen to be NP-complete and hence probably intractable.
1. Introduction. Since publication of the book Theory of Scheduling [4] by Conway, Maxwell, and Miller in 1967 , considerable progress has been made in the mathematical analysis of abstract multiprocessing systems. One combinatorial model which is central to much of this work consists of a number m of identical, independent processors, a finite set -{T1, T2, Tn } of tasks to be executed, an execution time 'i > 0 for each T/ -, and a partial order < on -. The partial order describes precedence constraints between the tasks, restricting allowable schedules to those in which, whenever T/< T., the task T. does not begin executing until T/has been completed. The primary goal of scheduling is usually to minimize either the mean-time-in-system (mean flow time) or the maximum-time-insystem (maximum finishing time). Unfortunately these goals can be quite difficult to achieve and, in fact, most classes of scheduling problems appear to be computationally intractable [8] , [10] , [12] , [15] . A notable exception to this state of affairs is the case of minimizing maximum finishing time when m 2 and each 7" 1, 1 =< =< n. Efficient scheduling algorithms for this case have been described in [3] , [6] , [7] , [13] . These results have been extended in [9] , which presents an efficient scheduling algorithm for the more complicated version of this problem in which each task T/ -also has a deadline di > 0 by which time its execution must be completed. In this paper we further extend these results to the situation in which each task T -has not only a deadline di > 0 but also an integer start-time si, 0 =< si -< di, such that T must be executed entirely in the time interval [si, di] . We describe an O(n 3) algorithm which determines whether there exists a schedule meeting all start-time, deadline, and precedence constraints and which constructs such a schedule if one exists.
In 2 of this paper, we will describe the basic ideas behind the algorithm and show why it works. In 3 we provide the details as to how it can be implemented to run in time O(n3). In 4 we show how this basic feasibility algorithm can be used in iterative procedures to find schedules that minimize maximum finishing time or maximum tardiness. We also briefly examine the computational complexity of some related problems.
We conclude this section with a few preliminary definitions. For the sake of generality, we state them in terms of arbitrary m, {ri}, and {si}.
A task T is called a predecessor of task T (and T. is a successor of T) whenever there exists a sequence of tasks T, T,..., T, k-> 1, such that T < T < T <... < T T.. Given 2. The basic scheduling algorithm. In this section we describe the basic ideas behind our algorithm, which finds a valid schedule meeting all deadlines whenever one exists. The algorithm is similar to that of [9] Motivated by the preceding discussion, we will call the deadlines internally consistent whenever the following conditions hold for every task T :
Two basic facts which follow from internal consistency will prove useful.
FAc'r 1. If the deadlines are internally consistent, then Ti < T. implies di < dj. Proof. Suppose we had both T/< T. and di -> di. Then We now summarize our basic algorithm, which determines whether a valid schedule meeting all deadlines exists and, if so, constructs one.
Step 1. Successively modify the deadlines using Lemma I until either (a) the deadlines are internally consistent or (b) some s >-d. In case (b), report that no schedule exists and halt.
Step 2. Form the priority list L by sorting the tasks in order of nondecreasing modified deadlines.
Step 3 First we describe and discuss the preprocessing that must be done. The first step is to sort and re-index the tasks so that s <-s2 <-". <-s,,. This takes time O(n. log n). Next we compute the transitive closure of the partial order so that, in constant time, we can determine whether or not T precedes T., 1-< i,/"-< n. This can be accomplished with O(n 2.81) operations using [5] or O(n 3) operations using any of [2] , [14] , [16] . Then we perform the preliminary deadline modifications to ensure that di -< dj whenever T precedes T.. This can be done in O(n 2) operations by working "backwards" in the partial order, examining a task T only after examining all its successors and then setting d to the minimum value in {d}t.l {dj: T is a successor of T}. Finally we initialize the variable d to a value that exceeds the largest task deadline. The algorithm then proceeds as follows:
Step Step 5. Find the least/" > such that d =< d. If such a/" exists, set /" and go to
Step 2. If no such/" exists and some task has current deadline d, go to Step 1.
Otherwise halt (no schedule is possible).
Step 1 checks two termination conditions, both of which can be verified in O(n) operations by a simple scan through all the tasks. If both conditions fail, it then selects the next value for d and the first relevant value of for d, again accomplished easily by simple scans in O(n) operations. Since, by our previous comments, at most n values of d will be selected, this step will be entered at most n + 1 times, for a total contribution of at most O(n ) operations.
Step 2 computes N(i, si, d), stores it in COUNT, initializes s to s, and initializes the variable k which will be used in updating COUNT as s changes. All of these can again be accomplished by simply scanning through all n tasks, with a constant number of operations for each task (for instance, to determine whether it meets the membership conditions for S(i, s, d)). Thus each entry of this step uses O(n) operations. Because it is entered at most n times for each d, always with a new value for i, the total contribution to the algorithm is at most O(n 3) operations.
Step 3 [9] and hence probably computationally intractable (see [1] , [11] , [12] for comprehensive treatments of "NP-completeness"). A number of other simple generalizations of our scheduling problem are also NP-complete. First Choosing one such chain, there is no loss of generality in assigning all tasks in the chain, in order, to the third processor. Then all remaining tasks must be executed on the remaining two processors, with the precedence constraints between these tasks and the tasks on the third processor serving merely to impose individual integer start-times and deadlines on the remaining tasks. Hence we are reduced to precisely the problem our algorithm was designed to solve. The solvability of this special case is particularly interesting because the authors (and others) have made numerous attempts to prove the general 3-processor problem NP-complete by proving that this special case was NP-complete. If, as is generally believed, the NP-complete problems are intractable, this particular approach was doomed to fail.
